The hallmark of the Carter welfare reform package was the use of employment to reduce welfare dependency.  Called the Program for Bett» Jobs and Income, the proposal promised "to provide a work or training opportunity for an employable adult in every needy family that includ« a child under age 18" (DOL, 1978:123; see also Lynn, 1981a).  This objective was to be achieved by coupling welfare benefits with work requirements and by relying on the employment and training system to absorb large numbers of welfare beneficiaries. Quite apart from the political difficulties of selling such a proposal and the practical difficulties of administering it, the welfare reform proposal posed a gargantuan Job of interdepartmental coordination at the federal level
The Department of Health, Education, and Weifare (HEW), with its prickly and combative Secretary Joseph Califano, considered itself to be the custodian of federal welfare policy.  The Department of Labor (DOL) saw in the Carter proposal an opportunity to become a central actor in a large new policy area.  The White House Domestic Policy Staff was saddled with the role of orchestrating this complicated bureaucratic minuet. The Carter welfare reform proposal eventually failed to get congressional approval, but not before it had consumed more than two years of the time of top policy staff and political leadership within the administration.
The net effect of these two domestic priorities on the youth employment effort was, first, to push YEDPA into the background withi DOL and the executive branch generally, and second, to create an inte competition between YEDPA-funded activities and other CETA activities at the local level.  This condition persisted until early 1979, when the tide began to turn.  During the 1978 CETA reauthorization debate Congress, there was an ugly and protracted discussion of local misuse of public Service employment funds, which had serious repercussions f( CETA and its political supporters.  In the words of Bill Spring, Whit House Domestic Policy Staff member, "We came within an inch of losing the whole thing."
In an effort to refocus attention on the positive side, the Depar ment of Labor began increasingly to emphasize its youth employment efforts. By late 1978, the Carter welfare reform proposal had gotten bogged down in a tangle of interdepartmental, congressional, and interest group fights that eventually led to its demise. At that point, in search of a domestic initiative that would serve to focus positive attention on the administration in the 1980 election, the White House staff turned to youth employment. A staff member within the executive branch, who was a persistent critic of DOL's youth employment activities, recalls a meeting in the fall of 1978.  "There was a proposal floating for still more money for youth employment, an I was making the usual arguments against it with Bill Spring when, äs I recall, Bert Carp [a Domestic Policy Staff member] walked into the room and said, 'Youth employment is going to be the administration1 s number one domestic priority in the 1980 election.'  At that point, I knew the discussion was over."
In late 1978, the President appointed the Vice President's Task Force on Youth Employment, chaired by then-Vice President Walter Mondale, and charged it with developing a new youth initiative.  In

